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T he Arizal taught that the final
letters of çøôé øîúë ÷éãö spell

Korach, because in the future,
Korach will blossom and become
from the greatest tzaddikim. Indeed,
before his sin, Korach was from the
greatest people of the generation. A
proof to this is that he was appointed
to carry theAron. Only the greatest
people in Klal Yisrael were given
this right. We cannot fathom
Korach's spiritual greatness and
therefore we are also unable to judge
or to fully comprehend his sins.
Nevertheless, we studyparashas
Korach so we can learn from his
errors and accustom ourselves to run

away from machlokes. 1111TorahWellsprings- Ko rach

The Shlah writes, "From Korach, we
learn just how severe is the

punishment for disputes. Consider
the great punishment that befell
Korach. His illustrious offspring that
would come from him in the future
didn’t help him. Korach was a
prince in Yisrael, if it weren't for
this sin. He carried theAron! Dasan
and Aviram and all of their children
also perished. The heavenly court
doesn’t punish people below the age
twenty, but this time, because of the
severity of machlokes, even babies
died. One should learn from all of
this to go in the path of peace.
Everyone should follow the ways of
Ahron, who wasohev shalom(Avos
1:12). Notice that throughout the
machlokes, Ahron didn’t say
anything at all, although Korach's
intention was to take Ahron's honor
away. Whatever one can do to make

1. Each day of Creation, the Torah says, טוב  כי אלקים ,וירא "Hashem saw that it
was good." The exception is on the second day. The Midrash asks, "Why

isn't it written טוב  כי on the second day? Reb Chanina answered, 'because
machlokes (dispute) was created on this day. As it says, למים מים  בין מבדיל ,ויהי it
divided between the waters…' [The concept of division and conflict was created
on this day].
"Reb Tebiyomi said, 'This division was for the purpose of creation, yet [since there
is a conflict] it still cannot be called טוב  .כי We derive from this that a machlokes
that destroys the world is certainly extremely terrible.'" (Bereishis Rabba 4:6)
The Shevet Mussar (37:22) proves that machlokes is worse than avodah zorah.
On the day the Eigel was made and worshiped, the mon fell (see Shmos Rabba
41:1) but it didn’t fall on the day when Korach made his machlokes. This proves
that machlokes is even more severe than avodah zorah.
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peace and to extinguish the fire of
machlokes, should be done. We
learn this from Moshe Rabbeinu.
Moshe was the greatestNavi; he was
a king, yet he himself went to Dasan
and Aviram. They brazenly said,àì
äìòð, "We will not go to you," so
Moshe and the elders came to them.

Anything to make peace."

The Maharal (Gur Aryeh 16)
teaches, "Why ismachlokesmore
severe than all other grave sins,
which aren't punished with children
dying? [Generally, children under
twenty aren't punished from
Above, but machlokes is an

exception. Why?]

"It is important that you know the
answer… Gehinom and machlokes
were created on the second day of
Creation. We derive from this that
machlokes is Gehinom…. They are
bound together…. Hakadosh Baruch
Hu doesn’t punish children…. [but
by machlokes], the punishment
comes on its own…"
The Maharal gives a mashal:
"Someone says to the other, 'I will
not kill you. But if you kill yourself,
I didn’t do it.' This is the essence of
machlokes. Since machlokes was
created together with Gehinom
[when one stirs up a dispute] he is
leading himself to the punishment….
Wherever abaal machlokesis, that

is whereGehinomis."

The Rambam writes in a letter to his
son, "Don’t blemish your soul with
disputes that destroys body, soul,
and money. I saw children turn old,
families perish, cities fall apart,
groups disintegrate, chassidim and
trustworthy people lost, honorable
people disgraced, all because of
machlokes. Prophets spoke about it,
the wise told their wisdom [about it];
they tell the severity ofmachlokes,
and they haven't reached the end.
Therefore, hatemachlokes, run away
from it. Steer clear from all those
who befriend dispute, lest you will

be lost with their sins."

Moshe Rabbeinu said, "With this
you will know that Hashem sent me
to do all these deeds, and it wasn't
my own decision: If these people
will die like all people die….
Hashem didn’t send me. [But] if
Hashem will create a new creation,
and the earth will open its mouth
and swallow them… you will know
that these people angered Hashem"

(16: 30-31).

The words of the Torah are,äàéøá íàå
'ã àøáé, "If Hashem will make a new
creation…" But is the earth opening
up its mouth a new creation? The
Ibn Ezra writes, "Some say thatäàéøá
means a new creation,ïéàî ùé,
however, the earth has opened up in
many countries (earthquakes) and
the people who lived there fell to the
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depths. Rather, the translation ofàøá
is [to cut, to destroy] as it is

translated inYechezkel(23:47).

The Ramban quotes this Ibn Ezra
and disagrees: "The correct
translation ofàøá is a creationïéàî ùé,
a brand new creation… It is true that
earthquakes aren't a new
phenomenon. However, that the
earth should open its mouth and
swallow, that is new; this never
happened before. Because when the
earth opens – as it happens many
times by an earthquake – the earth
remains open. Sometimes, it will fill
with water and become a pond. But
that the earth should open and
immediately close, like someone
who opens his mouth to eat, that was
made new on that day, and it is like

a new creation…"

Hashem changed the rules of nature,
so we can understand the severity of
machlokes. The Gemara says, "A
death is forgotten after twelve
months" (Brachos 58). If they
would have died in a natural
manner, it would eventually be
forgotten. Hashem wanted us to
remember how serious disputes are
forever; therefore they were
swallowed into the earth alive so
that the evil of machlokesshould

never be forgotten.

The Chidushei HaRim teaches that if
Korach wouldn’t have made the

machlokes, he would have become
the levi gadol. Just as there is a
cohen gadol, he would be thelevi
gadol. That is a great honor – which
hasn't been given to anyone since.
This would have been his lot had he
not made amachlokes. But he lost it

due to themachlokes.

FightingFightingFightingFighting OverOverOverOver SpiritualitySpiritualitySpiritualitySpirituality

Korach's machlokes was over
spirituality. He wanted to be the
cohen gadol. He wanted to serve
Hashem better. Many disputes are
based on spiritual aspirations and
righteous indignation, which often

should have been avoided.

The Baal HaTanya writes, "[Chazal
say] 'peace doesn’t come from a
dispute.' This is especially true in
regards to a machlokes leshem
shamayim(when people claim that
their intentions are sacred, for
Hashem's sake) because mosttzoros
come due to such disputesleshem
shamayim, may Hashem save us
from them" (Igeres HaKadosh56).

Tzaddikim train themselves to see
the good in others, to be humble, to
be mevater. They are very distant
from machlokes. Yet theyetzer hara
found a way to draw them into
machlokes. The Yaaras Dvash
teaches that theyetzer hara tells
them that Hashem's honor is at
stake, and they must say something,
do something, or the Torah will not
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be upheld and Judaism will fall
apart... They don’t realize that the
yetzer harais tricking them, luring

them into disputes.

And it isn't only rabbanim who are
drawn into theserighteous fights. It
can happen at home with family
members and amongst neighbors as
well. The yetzer hara convinces
people that they just must make a
machlokes, and convinces them that
their intention is totally leshem
shamayim. The only solution is to be
very cautious regarding this matter.
Before deciding that it is time to
make amachlokes, take a lot of time
to think things over and to check
things out. Often, you will see that
jealousy, hatred, or some other bad
middahlurks at the root of the desire

for machlokes.

Let us think back to the first days
of Creation, when a dispute broke
out between Kayin and Hevel.
There were only a handful of people
in the world, and already then a

clash took place.

The Midrash (Bereishis Rabba22:7)
asks, "What were they arguing
about? Kayin and Hevel said, 'Let's
divide the world between us.' One
took karka (land) the other took
mitaltelen (objects/moveable items).
One said to the other, 'you are
standing on my land.'

"The other said, 'You are wearing
my clothing. Take them off.'

"'And you must fly in the air,'
answered the other."

This, the Midrash says, was the
essence of their debate. It was a
selfish conflict; each one wanted the
entire world for himself.
The Midrash states another opinion:

"Reb Yehoshua of Sichnin in the
name of Reb Levi says that Kayin
and Hevel divided the land and
objects equally between them. So
what were they arguing about? One
of them said, 'The Beis HaMikdash

should be built on my portion.'

"The other one said, 'No, the Beis
HaMikdash should be on my

portion.'"

According to this interpretation, their
machlokes was based on spiritual
quests. They both wanted the Beis
HaMikdash to be on their portion.

It is possible to explain that both
views in this Midrash go in tandem.
Kayin and Hevel claimed that their
machlokeswas spiritual; that they
were fighting over their rights for
hosting the Beis HaMikdash. They
probably convinced themselves that
this was the issue that was important
to them. However, their true motives
were selfish and egocentric; they
both wanted to be the sole owners of
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the world. Because sometimes,
people convince themselves that
their sole interest is spirituality, but
a closer look reveals thatgavah,
tavah, competition, and other bad
middos stand at the root of the

disagreement.2222

Reb Yitzchak Elchanan Spector zt"l
saw two people involved in a
dispute. They both claimed that they
were arguing for Hashem's sake. But
Reb Yitzchak Elchanan was able to
see deeper. He told them, "I hear
two people arguing, and each one is
saying, 'Only me! Only me!'" He
realized that they were really
fighting for their own honor, only
the yetzer haraconvinced them that
they were arguingleshem shamayim.

It says inPirkei Avos(5:17), "What
is an example of amachlokes leshem
shamayim? The machlokesof Hillel
and Shamai. Which machlokes
wasn't leshem shamayim? The
machlokesof Korach and his entire

congregation(åúãò ìëå çø÷)."

The Malbim asks, why does the

Mishnah say, åúãò ìëå çø÷? Was
Korach arguing with his
congregation? Wasn’t he arguing

with Moshe?

The answer is, says the Malbim,
when a machlokes isn't leshem
shamayim, everyone involved has a
different interest. The tribe of
Reuvan joined Korach's fight
because they are the oldest tribe,
the bechor, and they believed that
they should be thecohen gadol.
Korach was there for his personal
reasons. Everyone involved was in

it for themselves.

By contrast, when people's intention
is leshem shamayim, everyone's
intention is identical and the same:

to do Hashem's Will.

Therefore, the Mishnah clarifies;
Korach wasn't only arguing with
Moshe, he was arguing with his own

group as well.

TimeTimeTimeTime HealsHealsHealsHeals

A wise counsel to avoidmachlokes
is to push matters off for later. When

2. Someone came to Reb Ben Zion Abba Shaul zt'l and asked a halachic
question. Reb Ben Zion Abba Shaul understood that this man wasn't really

interested in the answer, as much as he planned to create a dispute. There was
a fiery dispute among the gedolim on a certain halachic matter, and this person
wanted to hear Reb Ben Zion Abba Shaul's opinion on the matter, and then to turn
it into an all-out-conflict. Reb Ben Zion Abba Shaul said, "About your question,
whichever way one does, he will have opinions that will say that he is doing
correctly. However, there aren't any opinions that permit making a machlokes."
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Korach and his congregation argued
with Moshe, Moshe said,'ã òãéå ø÷á
åì øùà úà (16:5). Rashi writes that he
pushed off themachlokes for the
next day, because "maybe [by then]

they will change their minds."

It is important to think things over
well, to know how to respond, and
if at all. Sometimes, after letting
some time pass, he will also realize
that he didn’t understand all the data
at first. With new data, he realizes
that the person wasn't so guilty for

what he did.

Also, after thinking things over, one
often realizes that he will lose more
by making amachlokesthan what he
will gain. So it is always wise to
push off responding until a later
time. With a clear mind, he can
decide how to respond, and whether
it isn't better to just let matters pass.

A very precious, crystal bottle broke
in the home of Reb Efraim Zalman
Margolis zt"l (the Matteh Efraim).
His wife was hysterical, but he
remained calm. "How can you be so
relaxed? Don't you realize how
much that vase costs?"
"I can't answer you now, but ask me
again in a year, and I will explain it

to you."

She didn’t forget. Exactly a year
later, she asked her husband for an
explanation. He asked her, "Does it

still bother you that the bottle
broke."
"So many things happened since
then," she replied. "To tell the truth,
I've almost forgotten the entire
episode."
He said, "What you grasp now, I
understood immediately, when the

vase broke."

He explained, "Your father chose me
to be his son-in-law, because he said
that I am aniluy (genius). I am able
to grasp in a moment, what others
need a year to comprehend. I knew
that the broken bottle wouldn’t
bother me in a year's time, so I
didn’t let it bother me then either."

With a machlokes, one should also
think ahead. Right now, you are
angry at someone, because you feel
that he wronged you. But how will
you feel about this wrongdoing in a
year from now? Will it bother you
then? If it will not bother you then,
perhaps you shouldn’t allow it to

bother you now.

Think back to amachlokesyou were
involved in, in the past, and ask
yourself: Are you happy that you
said those harsh words; that you did
those revengeful deeds? Probably,
by now you realize that it would
have been wiser to let matters pass.
Let this serve as a reminder the next
time you are tempted to make a
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machlokes. Do not be hasty, because
you are bound to regret your deeds.

When discussing the laws of bugs
found in fruits and vegetables, the
Gemara (Chulin 58) says, "Thebaka
fly doesn’t live longer than a day."

Rav Papa asked Abaya, "People say
that for seven years, a femalebaka
fly rebelled against her husband."
Doesn’t this prove that thebaka

lives for seven years, at least?

Abaya answered, "In their years."

The baka only lives for one day,
however, if one would compare the
baka'sshort life with the lifespan of
a human, the ratio of thisbakabug's
dispute would be the equivalence of

seven human years.

The Baalei Mussar teach that this
Gemara helps us acquire a truer
perspective on time. When one sees
bakabugs fighting, he thinks,isn't it
a pity that they are fighting? Life is
so short for them. Shouldn’t they
make the most out of their short life?

For human beings, life is longer, but
it is also relatively short. Does it
make sense to fill this short period
of time with disputes and quarrels?

DerechDerechDerechDerech EretzEretzEretzEretz

Rebbe Dovid of Lelov zt'l said, "If
Korach would know that he could
make anachas ruachfor Hashem by
serving Him behind the oven of the
beis medresh,3333 and it would be as
special as the service of thecohen
gadol on Yom Kippur, he would not

have made themachlokes."

Everyone is created differently.
Some are geniuses, while others
have simple minds; some have time
to study Torah all day long, while
others are only able to study for a
few moments a day. There are
people who were brought up in a
home basked in Torah andyiras
shamayim, and there are people who
were raised in irreligious homes.
Similarly, there are many other
variables that differentiate between
people. However, we must know
that in whatever situation you are in,
if you do your best to serve Hashem
from there, you can create anachas
ruach for Hashem, just like the
greatest people of our nation.
Korach didn't know this; he thought
that the cohen gadol could serve
Hashem better than he could, and
therefore he made themachlokes. If
he would have known that he has
potential to do great things for

3. In Europe, the beis medresh had an oven to provide heat. Generally, the
simple people would daven behind the oven, to warm themselves up from

the cold.
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Hashem from the place where
Hashem placed him, he would have
been satisfied with his lot, and not

instigated themachlokes. 4444

The Gemara says that when Hashem
created the world, He first asked
each creature of creation whether it
agrees to be created. As Chazal
(Rosh Hashanah11) say, åàøáð ïúòãì,
"The entire creation was created in

accordance to their will…"

Rashi writes, "[Hashem] asked them
if they want to be created, and they

replied, 'yes!'"

When Hashem wanted to create the
earth, the earth agreed. This is

implied by the word õøà, as the
Midrash says, "Why is it calledõøà?
Becauseäðå÷ ïåöø úåùòì äúöø, it wanted
to do Hashem's Will." (Bereishis

Rabba5:7)

The earth is very physical; quite
distant from the spiritual heavens.
Yet, it agreed to be created this
way, because it knew that this was
Hashem's Will. The earth didn’t
protest and say, "Why can't I be
like the angels in heaven? Why
must I be so physical and distant
from spirituality?" The earth
realized that by being created this
way, she will be doing Hashem's
Will. Hashem's Will in the world

4. Great people (rabbanim, talmidei chachamim, tzaddikim etc.) remember this
truth, in order to acquire humility. When they are with simple people, they

are humble, because they remember that it is possible that these simple people
are creating a nachas ruach to Hashem equal (or better) than they are. Whoever
does his maximum, in the situation that he is in, is equal to the cohen gadol on
Yom Kippur.
Rebbe Hershel of Ziditchov zt'l taught us another lesson on humility. He said: One
has to separate a small percentage (1/50th) of his crop for terumah. The terumah
is holy and has several halachos: it can only be eaten by a cohen, one must be
cautious not to ruin it, it may not become tamei, etc.
Everyone understands that the harvest that was designated for terumah was the
same as the rest of the crop. It didn’t have a higher kedushah. But when it was
chosen and separated, it became holy, not in its own merit but because it was
separated for terumah. Similarly, when someone is chosen to be a Rebbe or a
Rosh Yeshiva, he should consider himself to be essentially equal to everyone else.
His position made him unique, and not because of whom he is.
This is alluded to in the passuk, תרומתכם לכם .ונחשב Your ,תרומה exalted position,
should be ,נחשב  considered, היקב  מן וכמלאה הגורן מן ,כדגן like food that was separated
for terumah.
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wouldn’t be complete without the
earth, and therefore the earth agreed

to fill this position.

The Arugas HaBosem (Bereishis
24:3) writes, "We should learn
mussar from this. One shouldn’t
complain and saywhy can't I be
from among those who sit in the beis
medresh all day? Or, why did
Hashem create me with a weak
mind? Why didn’t Hashem make me
sharp and intelligent? If Hashem
would have made me that way, I
would certainly serve Hashem
[better] . Because it is certain that
since Hashem created him this way,
he can only reach his perfection in

this manner…"

We can add that this explains why
Korach's punishment was being
swallowed up by the earth. The
earth's specialty wasïåöø úåùòì äúöø
äðå÷, it wanted to do Hashem's Will
even when the mission appeared
lowly. Korach, who didn’t grasp this
truth, was therefore swallowed up by

the earth, which did.

The Gemara (Brachos35) tells us of
a famous disagreement between Reb
Shimon bar Yochai and Reb
Yishmael as to how people should
lead their lives. According to Reb
Shimon bar Yochai, one should learn
Torah all day long, and shouldn’t be
concerned with parnassah. Reb
Yishmael however says,êøã ïäá âäðä

õøà, "Conduct [yourself] with Torah
in the way of the world."

According to Reb Yishmael, in
addition to Torah study, one should
follow the ways of earth(õøà êøã) and

work for a living.

Notice that Reb Yishmael said that
one should follow the ways of the
earth (õøà êøã). He didn’t say to
follow the ways of theworld êøã)
(íìåòä. He was alluding to theõøà
whose specialty is to do his mission,
even when it doesn’t appear
glorious. People would prefer to
study Torah all day – and it is good
for people to aspire and pray to have
this privilege – yet, one must also
know that until this occurs he can
sanctify Hashem's name and make a
nachas ruach(pleasure) to Hashem

in whatever position he is in.

The Gemara (Tanis 21) tells us that
Abba Umna would receive greetings
of "shalom" from heaven every day.
Abaya would receive this greeting
once a week, onerev Shabbos; and
Rava once a year, onerev Yom
Kippur. Abaya was upset that Abba
Umna was receiving more greetings
than him. Heaven told Abaya, "You
can't do what Abba Umna does…"
and the Gemara explains at length
that Abba Umna was a doctor who
treated his patients with generosity,
tznius, and with extra respect for
Torah scholars. Therefore he
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received daily greetings from
heaven.

Some explain that Heaven told
Abaya, "You can't do as Abba
Umna does because each person has
his own role in life, and it is
impossible for one to copy the role
of others." If Abaya would copy
Abba Umna, he would lose his
greatness, and he would never reach
the levels that Abba Umna had. One
reaches his potential and greatness
specifically from the place where

Hashem put him.

The Mishnah says,åì ïéàù íãà êì ïéà
íå÷î åì ïéàù øáã êì ïéàå äòù, "Everyone
has his time, and everything has its
place" (Avos 4:3). Everyone was
created differently. When they serve
Hashem from the place in life that
Hashem put them, they will reach

the highest levels.5555

Everyone has their struggles, and
they wonder why. It seems that
these struggles are preventing them

from serving Hashem. For some, it
is financial problems, for others, it
may be health, family stresses,
emotional weaknesses, and several
other possibilities. Realize that
Hashem wants you to serve Him
exactly from this place. If you try
your best to overcome your
challenges, you make anachas
ruach to Hashem, and you will be
considered similar to thecohen
gadol who serves Hashem in the
Beis HaMikdash on Yom Kippur.

KinahKinahKinahKinah

Kehos had four children: Amram,
Yitzhor, Chevron and Uziel. The
oldest son, Amram, had Moshe and
Ahron. Moshe became the king and
Ahron the cohen gadol. There was
another prestigious position to be
taken: the nasi, the leader of the
family. Who should take this
position? If we go in order, Yitzhor
was Kehos's second son, and his
child, Korach, should assumingly
take this position. Yet, by Hashem's

5. Rashi writes, "Moshe told Korach, 'Hashem set boundaries in the world. Can
you turn morning into night? Similarly, you are unable to change [Hashem's

choice, that he chose to make Ahron the cohen gadol]'" (16:5).
Hashem created day and night. Night never complained about its portion. It never
said, "Why must I cover the world with darkness? Why can't I shine brightly like
the morning?" Night understood that each creation has his individual destiny and
role. Similarly, we can say that Moshe told Korach, "You should be happy with
the lot that Heaven gave you. You can't be cohen gadol, because that was given
to Ahron, but you can serve Hashem just as well in the portion that Hashem
gave you."
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decree, Elitzafan be Uziel became
the nasi.

Rashi writes, "Why did Korach
make amachlokeswith Moshe? He
was jealous that Moshe appointed
Elitzafon ben Uziel to benasi over
Kehos, by Hashem's dictate. Korach
said, 'My father has four brothers.
Amram was the bechor, and his two
sons [Moshe and Ahron] took the
honors of being king andcohen
gadol. Who should receive the next
honor? Shouldn’t it be me, since I
am the son of Yitzhor, Kehos's
second son? But Moshe appointed
Elitzafan ben Uziel, the son of the
youngest! I will therefore argue with
Moshe and invalidate his words…"

The entiremachlokeswas based on
jealousy. As the Chidushei HaRim
writes, "Korach hadruach hakadosh.
He carried the Aron. He was a
tzaddik and 130 years old. And
because he was jealous of Elitzafon
ben Uziel – he fell… This tiny
self-interest took him out of the
world. From this we learn how
terrible [even] a small self-interest

(äðè÷ äòéâð) can be."

It says in Pirkei Avos (4:21) äàð÷ä
íìåòä ïî íãàä úà ïéàéöåî ãåáëäå äåàúäå,
"jealousy, temptation, and honor
banish the person from the world."

The Orchos Tzaddikim (Kinah)
writes, "A mashal is told about a

king who met with achomed(a baal
taavah) and akanay(a jealous man).
The king said, 'One of you ask
something from me and I will give
it to him and the other will get
double.' Thekanay didn’t want to
ask first, because then he will be
jealous of his partner who would
receive double. Thechomed also
wanted double [so he also didn’t
want to ask first]. Thechomedurged
the kanay to ask first. The kanay
requested to have one eye poked out,

and two eyes of the other."

In a survey, people were asked
which they would choose:

One option: You will earn all the
money that you need, but your
neighbors will be earning a lot more.

Second option: You will not have
everything you need.Parnassahwill
be tight. However, you will be better
off than everyone else you know.
The vast majority chose the second
option. They prefer to suffer and
have very little, as long as no one is

above them on the social ladder.

Someone was once at a lavish
meal. As he was eating the fish,
someone said, "Do you know Mr.
So-and-so? He has become ill,
rachmanah litzlan." The man
moans, he is distressed, but he
continues eating. The bad news

didn’t ruin his appetite.
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As he was having the soup, someone
comes and says the sad news about
someone who died. The man is
vividly distressed. "What will be
with his ten children? It is such a
rachmanus on them and on the
almanah!" but soon afterwards he
asks for the next course. This sad
news, apparently, didn’t destroy his

appetite either.

As he was eating the meat, someone
came in and said, "I just heard that
our friend, L. won ten million

dollars in the lottery!"

The man puts down his fork and
knife. He can't eat anymore. He
doesn’t even want to look at food.

His appetite is ruined.

The Reishis Chachmah (Anavah
7:11) writes, "The jealous person is
stealing life from himself because he
is always sad and mourning. His
brain doesn’t work because of his
jealousy. He isn’t able to study
Torah, to daven withkavanahor to
do good deeds. Everyone enjoys
sweetness in life, besides for the

jealous man. He doesn’t enjoy the
taste of his food… A wise man once
said the jealous person was created

solely for anger."

The Rosh writes, "Don’t put
jealousy into your heart, because it
is a bad illness that doesn’t have a

cure" (Orchos Chaim113).6666

Three stories are stated at the
beginning of the Torah, which
represent the three powerful drives:
kina, taavah and kavod. The story
of Kayin demonstrateskina (he
was jealous of his brother). The
Dor HaMabul was steeped in
taavah. The Dor Haflagah suffered

from kavod.

The Koznitzer Magid zt'l said that
each generation has these three bad
attributes. As Chazal say, 'Every
generation has in itDor HaMabul
andDor Haflagah' (Yalkut Shimoni
942) and one must seek to cleanse
himself from these attitudes. One
will only gain –in this world and in

the next – by doing so.

6. Rebbe Henoch of Alaxender zt"l taught that the three primary temptations:
kinah, taavah and kavod are opposites from one another. Someone is jealous

of his friend, but taavah prevents him from emulating his ways. Someone desires
taavos, but kavod prevents him…
On the passuk, זהב  וכלי כסף  כלי משכנתה... אשה  ,ושאלה (Shmos 3:22) the Imrei Noam
zt'l explains, אשה ,ושאלה the reason a woman asks for gold and silver, and other
kinds of expensive utensils is because ,משכנתה her neighbor also has these.
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TheTheTheThe GoodGoodGoodGood KinahKinahKinahKinah

Kinah has a good side too. The
Midrash teaches: "Hakadosh Baruch
Hu says, 'Havekina for Me, because
if it weren't for kina, the world
wouldn’t exist. No one would get
married; no one would build a home.
If it weren't for Avraham'skinah,
Hashem wouldn’t have created the
world. What kinah did Avraham
have? He met Shem and asked him,
"How did you get out of theteivah?"

Shem answered, "We were saved in
the merit of tzedakah."
"What tzedakahcould you do there?
There was only Noach and his

children in theteivah?

"We did tzedakahwith the animals
and birds. We didn’t sleep, because
we fed them all night…"

"Avraham said, 'If tzedakah to
animals and birds saved them, if I
will do chesedfor people, how great

this will be!'"

That is when Avraham launched his
massivehachnasas orchimprogram.

The Orchos Tzaddikim (Shaar
HaKinah) quotes this Midrash and
concludes, "In this manner, everyone

should havekinah."

Jealously certainly has its good side.
Chazal say, kinas sofrim tarbeh
chachmah, being jealous of Torah
scholars increases of wisdom.7777

However, one must be careful to use
jealousy in correct ways.

A mashal is told about a wise ox
and a foolish ox that were in the
pasture and they were gazing

7. When Moshe Rabbeinu was in heaven, he asked the angels, "Do you have
kinah? Do you have a yetzer hara? [So why do you want the Torah? It isn't

applicable for you...]" (Shabbos 89)
We can explain that Moshe was telling them, "If you don’t have kinah, the Torah
doesn’t apply to you," because kinah is needed for Torah. As it says, סופרים קנאת

חכמה .תרבה
All middos can be used for avodas Hashem, including the three prominent drives
of kina, taavah, and kavod. But one must be careful to use them correctly, or it
will cause havoc. This can be compared to a strong horse. The horse can do a
lot of good for its owner; it can lead him to faraway places, but if the horse isn't
directed, it will lead its owner to disaster.
Another analogy is to compare kina, taavah and kavod to fire. Fire in the home
is very good; it cooks and it heats, but only when it is contained to the right degree.
If the fire isn't supervised, it can burn the house down. Similarly, kinah, taavah
and kavod has a place, however if it isn't used correctly, they will be את  מוציאין

העולם מן .האדם 
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enviously at the eagles flying with
grace and beauty overhead. They

wanted to emulate them.

What did this foolish ox do? He
climbed up a mountain, stood at its
edge and waited for a strong wind.
When it came, the ox jumped,
wagged its feet in the air in an
attempt to fly, and then quickly fell

to the ground.

What did the wise ox do? He said,
"I cannot fly like the eagles. I am an
ox, not a bird. I don’t have wings,
and I weigh much more than birds
do. But I have my own talents. I am
good at plowing the earth. The best
eagle cannot plow like I can. I will
learn from the gracefulness of the

eagles to do my job better."

Proper jealousy is not about copying,
but to integrate the elements of
goodness that we see in others,

which can work for us.

Avraham Avinu didn’t copy exactly
what Shem and his family did. He
understood the principle and did
chesed in his own way. Similarly,
when we see goodness by others, it
should inspire us to do good deeds
as well, but they don’t need to be
identical. Everyone should serve
Hashem according to the talents,
personality, and abilities that

Hashem gave them.

BlindedBlindedBlindedBlinded bybybyby MachlokesMachlokesMachlokesMachlokes

It says in theparashah, éðá úãò ìë åðìéå
íúà øîàì ïøäà ìòå äùî ìò úøçîî ìàøùé
'ã íò úà íúîä, "The next day, the
entire nation complained to Moshe
and Ahron, and they said, 'You
killed Hashem's nation'" (17:6).
They said this after the 250 people
who broughtketoreswere burned in

its fire.

The nation saw the earth open and
swallow up Korach's family and
followers. The 250 people who
sacrificed ketores also died in an
unnatural way. It was clearly evident
that Hashem punishes those who
make a machlokes against Moshe
and Ahron. Yet, the nation accused
Moshe and Ahron for killing Jewish
people. It is hard to comprehend. In
response to their terrible accusations,
a plague followed and 14,700 people
died, until Ahron took theketores,
and "he stood between the dead and
the living and themageifahended"

(17:13).

How could the Jewish people make
this mistake after all the miracles
they beheld?
The Imrei Emes answers: Korach

instigated it.

We generally assume that Korach
wasn't alive at this point; that the
earth swallowed him. However,
there is an opinion in the Gemara
(Sanhedrein 110.) which says,
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"Korach wasn't from the people who
were swallowed [in the earth], and
not from those people who were
burned [by the ketores]." Rashi

writes, "He died in the plague."

Therefore, the Imrei Emes teaches,
Korach was still alive. He watched
his family and followers being
swallowed up in the ground, and he
saw the 250 people who brought the
ketoresdie from the fire, but he still
wasn’t convinced. He still thought
that he was in the right, and that
Moshe and Ahron were wrong, and
he instigated the entire nation to

accuse them for those deaths.

How could Korach make this error?
Didn’t he see the miracles? The
answer is machlokes blinds and
jealousy blinds. When someone is
jealous and/or involved in a
machlokes, the truth can be shown to
him right before his eyes, but he

doesn’t recognize it.

Reb Yaakov Galinsky, zt"l, told the
following story: In a certain Jewish
home, the lights went out one
Shabbos, and a goy was called in to
turn the lights on. The father knew
that according to halachah (of that
particular situation) he wasn’t
permitted to ask the goy out right to
turn the lights on, he was only
permitted to hint what needs to be
done, so he crawled on his hands

and knees in the dark, and told the
goy that he lost a ring and he was

looking for it.

"Don’t worry," the goy said. "I will
search for it with you." And the goy
got down on his hands and knees,
and began searching for the ring in
the darkness.
The yid saw that this goy wasn't
getting the hint, so he tried once
again, "Isn't it very dark here? It is

hard to find a ring in the dark."

"Don’t worry," the goy replied. "If
we keep on looking, we will find it"

[yagata umatzasa!].

The yid thought of another plan. He
said, "By the way, if you are thirsty,
there is cold beer in the fridge."
The goy wanted a cup of beer, so he
turned the lights on, opened the
fridge, and took a bottle of beer for
himself. When he finished drinking,
he turned the lights off again and

continued searching for the ring.

Reb Yankele Galinsky said this story
demonstrates that on Shabbos,
Hashem turns on a brilliant, spiritual
light. Those who are wise take
advantage of this brightness to study
Torah, to daven, etc. But there are
unwise people who, are busy with
foolishness on Shabbos, and then it
is as though the spiritual light that
was turned on is suddenly turned off
again. He remains in 'darkness,'
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without any spiritual elevation
throughout the Shabbos.

This story can also teach us the
nature of jealousy andmachlokes.
There are times when the truth is
seen brightly in front of our eyes,
but because of jealousy and
machlokes, people remain groping in

the darkness.

The practical lesson we should learn
from this is that whenever one is
involved in a machlokes, he should
ask himself, "Am I jealous of this
person?" Often, the answer will be
that he is. And if you're jealous, you
must know that your vision is
impaired and you cannot see clearly.

The machlokes itself also blinds
people, and prevents people from
seeing correctly. Realize that it is
very likely that you are reading the
situation wrong, and try to reassess

the situation.

The parashah begins: çø÷ ç÷éå,
"Korach took" (16:1). What did he

take?

Rashi writes, ãçà ãöì åîöò ç÷ì... , "He
took himself to one side… to

complain about thekehunah…"

Rebbe Naftali of Ropshitz zt'l
explains that Korach's problem was
that he took himselfãçà ãöì, to one
side. Every debate has two sides,
and it is important to try to

understand the other person's view.
Korach ì...ãçà ãöì åîöò ç÷ , "took
himself to one side…" and he didn’t
strive to understand Moshe's view,

and therefore he erred.

The wise try to understand the view
of the other person, and then they
can discern who is right and who is
wrong. This is the reason twiceãö is
gematriyaç÷ô, wise (94 + 94 = 188).

If both people are wise, and they
both strive to understand the opinion
of the other person, there is shalom.
This is the reason twiceç÷ô is
gematriyaíåìù (188 +188 = 376).

Rashi writes, äàø äî äéä ç÷ôù çø÷
äæ úåèùì, "Korach, was wise(ç÷ô),
what caused him to do this
foolishness?" What caused him to be
like the fools, who only see one side

of the debate?

The answer is jealousy and
machlokes, which obscures one's

vision and rational thinking.

TheTheTheThe CureCureCureCure

It is written, ïåãî úéùàø íéî øèåô, "Like
water breaking through an opening,
is the beginning of a dispute"
(Mishlei 17:14). When water pushes
through an opening, it starts as a
small trickle, but then it becomes
wider and wider. Similarly, disputes
begin small. Someone said
something harsh; some
uncomfortable feelings between
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people are experienced. The problem
is still small and can easily be
corrected. But if one doesn’t nip the
dispute at the onset, it can become
greater and larger, until it is

uncontainable (Sanhedrin7).

The Shlah HaKadosh teaches this
lesson from the letters ofú÷åìçî. The
first letter of ú÷åìçî, the mem, has a
small opening on the bottom. This
opening represents a minor squabble
between people. If the problem is
resolved immediately, everything
will be fine. However, when the
fissure in the relationship isn't
corrected, it will begin to become
wider. This brings us to the next
letter, the ches, which has a wide
opening at the bottom. This
represents amachlokes has taken
root, and the gap has widened.
Afterwards comes thelamedandkuf.
The lamed has a line shooting up,
and the kuf has a line shooting
down. This implies the fire of the
dispute has become extreme, and the
flames of their dissention are blazing
upwards and downwards, in all
directions. Finally, we reach the

letter taf. The taf stands securely
upon its two feet, implying that the
fight is firmly established, and is

now very difficult to correct.8888

Every machlokes, even those which
are blazing up and down and in all
directions began with a small breach.
One of the solutions formachlokes
is to repair each fissure in a
relationship as soon as possible,

before matters get out of hand.

Another remedy formachlokesis to
avoid them.

The Chofetz Chaim once left Radin
because amachlokeserupted in his
town. The Chofetz Chaim chose to
leave the city for a few weeks until
the situation calms down, rather than
to be drawn into themachlokes,
sinas chinamand lashon hara that
was going on in Radin at that time.

The Imrei Noem told the following
mashal:

A lion asked a sheep, "Smell my
breath. How is it?"

The sheep told him the truth, "Your
breath smells horrid."

8. Machlokes has one more letter; after the lamed of מחלוקת  there is a vav. What
does the vav signify? The Shlah Hakadosh says the vav represents the issue

which is being disputed. Every dispute is based upon something: money, honor, a
position, etc. It is impossible to argue about nothing. So the vav represents the
factor which stands at the root of the argument.
The Shlah writes that the vav also represents a snake – or the yetzer hara – which
instigated the machlokes.
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"Where is your respect for the king
of all animals?" the lion shouted,

and devoured the sheep.

Then the lion went to the wolf, and
asked him his opinion. The wolf saw
what happened to the sheep, so the
wolf said, "My master the king, your
breath smells lovely."
"You are lying," the king of the
jungle said. "How dare you lie to
me," and he devoured the wolf as

well.

Then the king went over to the fox,
and said, "Smell my breath, and tell
me how it is?"
The fox pointed to his nose and said,
"My master, my nose is stuffed. I
can't smell anything." And in this

manner, the fox was saved.

The Imrei Noam said: This is what
one should do when amachlokesis
raging. It is time to keep away,
because getting involved, in any
way, will only cause you trouble.
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